A beryllium target has been bombarded with 12-Mev protoit8, 24-Mev deuteronsp and 48-Mev alpha particles. With the three projectiles, the differential cross sections for inelastic scattering leading to the formation of the 2.43-Mev state have been measured. Application of inelastic-scattering theory leadc to the aesignment for this level, spin 5/2 and odd parity.
INTRODUCTION
UCRL-3388 Rev.
Although the beryllium n1.tcleua wae early the subject of con111iderable experimental investigation. 1 its energy-level structure io poorly and incompletely determined. Tbio is in part due to itc very low neutron-binding energy.
Ae a consequence, nuclear reactions involving Be 9 are generaUy accompanied by a conaiderable atnount of multibody breakupp for the escape of a neutron leade to alpha-unstable Be 8 • Furthermore because the excited otates of Be 9 decay predominantly by particle emisaion, the level structure cannot be investigated by gamma-ray analyeio. to intermediate coupling are laborious but appear to be more realistic. Unfortunately, with eo little experimental data available, the predictions of these models can ha1·dly be put to a rigid test.
The present inelastic-scattering experiments were carried out with four goals in mind:
(1) To verify the existence of the 1.8-Mev level and to determine the cross oection for ito formation, would permit a.n unambiguous spin assignment for that state, and (4) To examine as many of the more highly excited otatem as reaction kinetics and energy resolution would allow.
During the couroe of these meaourements it was convenient to determine the cross eections for elaotic scattering. These are of interest becauoe they permit determinations of the radium of the beryllium nucleus and asoist in the analysis of the inelastic data. A comparable radius of interaction may be derived from measurements on the Be 9 (p,d}Be 8 pickup reaction. In order to obtain the desired inelastic data it was necessary to examine critically the charged-particle spectra due to multibody breakup. This examination baa revealed that direct interaction also plays an important role in theae reactions.
EXPERIMENTAL
The external beam of protono, deuterono or alpha-particles from the 60 -inch cyclotron at C1~oeker Laboratory wao used. Descriptions of this and of the 36-inch scattering chatnber in which the measuremento were carried out are already published.
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8 Further details, with particular application to the preaent experimenta, may be found in a Radiation Laboratory report~ 9
The detector conoisted of a three -chamber proportional counter which permitted identification of the ecattered particlea by their puloe height in the first chamber and d<!termine.tion of their energy by range meaaurement. The counter could be pooitioned by remote control at laboratory angles between 5° and 167° from the beam direction. Thece were measured and could be reproduced to within 0.1°. The finite acceptance a.ngle of the counter was about 1°. The differential erose sections presented have not been corrected for this finite resolution.
RESULTS
A. Proton Bombardments
The complete charged-particle spectrum was measured at Z5° and 65° in the laboratory frame. The 65° reoulto are shown in and inelaotic protons (4.8 Mev level).
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The 6.8-Mev level clearly manifested itself at 25° where the inelastic-proton energy was great enough to permit scanning above and below the peak. In the light of thie, the bump in Fig. Z at 15 mg/cmz is presumably significant and due to inelastic scattering to that same level. The maximum range of protons from the three -body reaction Be 9 (p, np 9 )Be 8 is shown by the arrow to the right of peak IV. All :t•anges less than this are kinematically possible.
The Z5° data are eosentially the same. As mentioned. a peak corresponding to the 6.8-Mev level was visible. Because of a considerable increase in the general continuum, peak VI was not so prominent. The small peak Ill was completely obscured by an elastic peak fifty times larger than that at 65°.
The elastic group wao measured at suitable intervals from 7° to 167°.
Where visible the oxygen etaotic peak was generally about lo/o of the beryllium peak. The erose sectiono for elaotic scattering obtained from these data are
shown by the solid pointe of Fig. 3 .
Peak III wao examined in detail at oeveral forward angleiJo Poorer resolution..due to the neceoaity of a reflection target at scattering angles beyond 90°, precluded the poeaibility of detecting it in backward directions. In Fig. 4 .
which showc data for three angles. the abocissa were converted from range to excitation energy assuming the reaction Be 9 (p, p 0 )Be 9 • Table 1 The elastic and 2.43-Mev inelastic peaks were studied at some 35 angles from 5° to 90° in the laboratory frame. Figure 9 shows the differential elasticscattering erose section. The differential cross section for inelastic scattering and the formation of the 2.43-Mev state is ahown in Fig. 10 . The total C!'oas section for this reaction~ up to 6CM = 1Z0°, is 50 mb; if a !Rat angular dependence is assumed at greaten· angleo 9 the total integrated erose eection ia 56mb. Figure 11 showe the data with these other reactions assumed to be negligible. The ordinate is the differentia! crosse section for the reaction Be 9 (e 0 no. 0 )Be 8 in which the scattered alpha P article retains most of the energy so that we have 0.90 Em~x <.. E " <. Em~x ,
The slight structure visible is probably not real. since it correeponde clooe!y to that observed in the cross section for the formation of the Z.43-Mev state and presumably has its origin in slightly incorrect treatment of the experimentaJ. data.
C. Deuteron Bombax-dmentu
The same beryllium ta.rget was bombarded with 24-Mev deuterons, and the charged-particle spectra studied aa before. A large neutron flux compounded the difficultieo of making the obaervatione so that the data here are neither so complete nor oo well eetabliehed. At all anglee. aubstantial charged-particle backgrounde were observed 9 with the'"target both in and out. Except at small angles corresponding to large distances of cloueot approach. theGe ratioo are greater than unity. The accuracy of the aboolute normaHzations are strikingly demonstrated in two inetanceso howevere by the fact that the measured absolute differential erose sections are very cloee to the Rutherford cross sectiono at the smaUet~t: anglea.
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One of the simplest wayo to interpret e!aatic -scaete:ring data is to aootunro that the nucleuu is opaque to particleu that in a claa~Jical pictur0 would "hit" t.hc nucleua. ll Particles that "miss" are aaeumed to proceed without interaction·" Such a picture is, of course, the more valid, the greater the observed ratio to Ruth<ttrford scattering. Under theoe assumptionse the problem reduc:ee to a simple one in optic:!!, and roughly speaking we have f .
where k ie the wave number of the acattered particle, R im the interaction radiuo, and 6i ill the angle at which the i th maximum is oboe rved.
A similar relation holde for the angles at which minima occur. Table Xl 14 The fact that the deuteron radiuo above io conmidelr'ably amaller than the oo~called nradius of the deuteronu io not ~t~urprioing.
15 If a ~ coUbion took place at a th:ne when the neutron and proton were widely sepa.rated and outoide the range of their mutual forces, scattering of the deuteron aa a whole would not be expected. Therefore, 1.6 fermi is a aatidactory effective deuteron radius. The large t!Jize of the beryllium nucleuo p:reaumably :reflectl!l the omallneos of it;g binding energy.
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(ii) Inelaotic alpha ... partide scattering
The prediction of di rt<e:: t -reaction theory 19 for the inelastic <Z.43-Mev state) alpha-particle scattering from beryllium ia shown in Fig. lOo The cur~ep drawn for Q = Z and a = 5.40 fermi, has been arbitrarily normalized. In thio case the value of the interaction radius was chosen to give optimum fit of the positions of the minima at Z9° and 47°. Except for the meaouremente for 9 (. l5°p which are subject to large erroro, the agreement between theory and experiment io remarkable. The best fit for l = l requires an interaction radiuo a = 4.63 fermi, but this curve fitu the width of the first maximum very poorly and places the higher-order maxima and minima at too large angles. Iff = Z is accepted, the oelection rulea for a spinless particle lead again to Jf ::: l/2. 5/7.., or 7/Z. all odd parity.
(iii) Inelastic proton scattering Figure 5 ohowe the oboe rved reouUa for the formation .of the -same l;evel by inelastic-proton scattering. Its interpretation by simple direction-interaction theory io not immediately obvious because the forward maximum is oo broad.
Other inelaGtic proton data at the eame bombarding energy ahow a Dimilar behaw~. (f;),l 3 The greatly reduced ratio of the maximum-to .. minimum cross aection indicateD that one or more of the following complications is involved:
( 1) An appreciable amount of the excitation takes place via c_ompound nucleue formation.
«Zi. D~ &'@ e It interaction proceeds with conoiderab'D.e penetration of the
protons into the nucleus.
( 3) More than a single l value is involved in the direc~ proceeo.
(4) Co"lomb and nuclear-d1stortl01it effecto are particularly strong~
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It is impossib~.e to show conclusively which of these is involved here, zince the calculation of the effect of each on the cross section iso to a large degreeo subject to the whim of the calculator. No doubt all are involved to some extento
The foUowing qualitative argumento can be made. however. to show which could account for the observations in a reasonable way.
Because the Coulomb barrier is on1l.y 1. While it is not quite poe Bible to find a combination that avoido a double -humped sum. it is reasonable to expect that minor departureo from simple. direct between theory and experiment is as remarkable ae that obtained in any dir®ct interaction. The opectl"al ohape resulting from auch a mechanism wouldD at the high-energy end, be mainly determined by the phase apace available to the neutron. Because thic increases as the energy of the scattered particle decreaoes.
one would expect the number of evento to increaoe with decreaaing eha.rg0do particle energy. At lower scattered-particle energies, the if.:l&ue i.s complicated by Coulomb effecto and by the decreasing probability of direct interaction for evente in which the momentum change of the incident particle io comparable to the incident momentum. Examination of Figo. Z, 8 and 16 showe that the high~ energy end of the spectrum agreeo qualitatively with expectation; the 1lower-energy part cannot be investigated experimentallyo A eecond type of direct interaction is all.oo poGaibleo Thio is a reaction similar to heavy-particle stripping; 32 a reaction in which the incident charged particle cauaeo the loosely bound neutron to be stripped from ita Be 8 core and then itaelf &Jucceedl! in eocaping capture by that core. The croma section for ouch a reaction is not expected to be large. Without going into the detailla hereo it can be stated that the neutron will travel in esoentially the backward direction with iow energy. From the kinematical equations it then followtJ that the scattered charged particle will have an energy distribution peaked sharply around a value close to the maximum possible. It ie clear, therefore. that this mechanism is not involved in the data. of Figs. 7 and 11. ltt ill highly probable. however. that the small proton group (peak Ill) in Fig. 2 . ie the result of this effect.
-19- but the theory ie not able to decide which ia the lower-lying.
In the angular interval 50°..::_ 6 ~100°,_ ._the_ ~~~erentia~ ~.:rooo _sec~i~n for the inelastic ocattering of 12-Mev protons is only 0.16 mb/ oterad. Thio ill a factor of 60 leso than that for the formo.tion of the 2.43-Mev otate. Since a peak corresponding to ite exc:itation was not oboerved in the alpha-particle and deuteron data 0 it is possible only to oet an upper limit, 0.5 mb/ oterad , for the c:rooe eection for formation by inelaotic alpha-particle or deuteron scattering. It is obvious that any theory of the l.SaMev state must account for thio anomalous behavior. Small crosa oectiono could reoult from a fortuitous cancel~ lation of m&trix element 111, but it is tempting to conjecture that this level must
be qllite different in. structure from the ground etate Slnd Zo43-Mev level. In the shell model. this might mean that the L8 ~Mev etate does not ariee from the p 5 configuration. Xn the alpha-particle model, core excitation may be involved.
If collective modes are present in Be 9 , the 1.8-Mev state could have K =: 1/?.. and the o~her low-lying stateo K = 3/Z.
E. Other States
In thio work it has not been possible to make any clear observations with respect to the 3.1-Mev level. However 9 it is thought that the inelaatic del.!teron meamurements do confirm its exietence. It is dear that this state is not as evidence of the level wao found in the alpha-particle bombardmenta and only the weakest indication in the deuteron-scattering data. if the heavy-particle e tripping mechanism ie succes aful in diacounting the evidence for a level at l .8
MevD then this same mechanism could predict an "apparent level" at 1\.14. the crooa oection for such a process is sufficiently large to completeli_accoun~ for the oboervations. The emuloion event could be assigned to another levelo
The exiotence of more highly excited stateo at 6.8 and 11.3 Mev is confirmed. Both stateog which appear to be quite broad, were prominent.
Because of uncertaintiea in the magnitude of the continuum underlying the peaks corresponding to these levelo, quantitative crooe-section measuremento were not pooaible. Formation of theue otateo in alpha-particle scattering implies that they are ieotopic-opin doubleto. No evidence for a level at 7.9 Mev wao found b\\' 1!!; tht;~ oearch was only cursory. Levele above 11.3 Mev could not be detected. UCRL-3388 Rev.
It would be interostirag if another stripping reaction were meamnued ovexa wide range of energiea and a similar comparison madee If the interact.ion radiuo were again foul!! to be a function of energyg it would be dear that oomething more subtle than the binding energy of the neutron ie involved.
Ge Further Concluoiona
Continued experimental inveotigation will be necessary before the tru~ level structure of Be 9 can be clarified. Because of the prevalence of 3-body reactiono, the proopeet of obtaining unambiguoua data from inelastic ocattering io not bright. Clear evidence for levelo would follow detection of de -excitation.
gamma rays. Unfortunately, the large particle widthe of the Be 9 * stateo offer little hope for the success of such searches. However, a poooibility doeB seem to exist~ namely, the examination of the beta spectrum (anA.accompanying neutrono} from the decay of Li 9 • The fact that Li 9 io a delayed-neutron emitter 48
indicateo that thio decay proceeds through one or more excited stateo of Be 9 • ..
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APPENDiX
His common procedure to determine from a charged-p&rticle spectrum the cross sectiono for reactions that yie11.d diccrete energy groupo. It ia shown here that it io aloo posoible to obtain croom sections for multibody reactio11s which yield continuum spectra provided~ of couroe 0 that their origin is unique.
in particular, it has been poosible to meaeure differential crooo eectiono for the reactions Be 9 (p, npe)Be 8 and Be 9 (Cl, nCl 1 )Be 8 in which the charged particle io emitted with 90o/o or more of the maximum energy permitted. The reautts of theme meaauremento have been preoented aboveo Preparatory to tranoforming to the laboratory frame, conoider now that the proton momentum is actually at angie 8 with reopect to oome space -preferred x-axio (i.e., the direction of incidence of the initial proton). Equations for the angles and energies of the neutron and recoil nucleuo are~ now extremely cumbersome (azimuthal symmetry hao been lost); however, these do not concern us. If one puto in the featureo of the initial collioion and tranaformo to the laboratory, 
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CENTER-OF-MASS ANGLE {deg)
MU-11265 Fig. 11 . The 8 differential cross section for the reaction Be 9
(a, na')Be in which the scattered alpha particles retain at least 90o/o of the available center-of-mass kinetic energy. The incident energy was 48 Mev. Notice that the abscissa is the angle of emission of the scattered alphaparticle. 
